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Gaining Public Acceptance for Temelin NP

The beginning (till 1989)

At the beginning, there were no Public Relations because no were

needed. The construction of the Temelin nuclear power plant,

which initially was planned to consist of 4 units with the

Russian VER-1000 reactors 1000 KW power each but later the

number of units was reduced to 2 began in 1986. There were no

public opinion problems, because then, in the communist

Czechoslovakia, public opinion was no issue of major importance.

The first problems emerged after 1989 when Czechoslovakia began

to seek it place among democratic countries. Then it turned out

that the nuclear power plant had its opponents, that it aroused

fright in the uninformed people and could become a tool for

political 'manipulation. Generally, public opinion was in favour

of nuclear power but the voice of the opponents had to be taken

seriously.

First steps 1990 - 1992)

It was not later than 1989, during the political changes, that

the first germs of Public Relations departments began to form at

Czechoslovak nuclear power plants. The technicians and

economists, however, were to say the crucial words.

For the dEZ utility, with its Temelin under construction, to

become a credible partner for the public in Czechoslovakia and

abroad., efforts had to be made for the plant to be completed so

that it should meet safety requirements which are conventional in

'Western Europe and in the United States. There came IAEA 'missions

and international audits, which confirmed that the power plant

would be able to meet international safety standards provided

that some upgrading and changes in the Russian design are

implemented. In particular, the instrumentation and control
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and the region straightforward and put a stop to the situation

where the power plant was blackmailed, where representatives of

the towns and villages demanded from the plant funds for their

community chests while, simultaneously, struggling against its

completion. Currently, limited funds can only be obtained from

the dEZ management, and then, only for selected minor projects.

Communities can apply for normal bank loans, and dEZ is willing

to help the communes pay the loans-after Temelin is put in

operation.

3. ooperation with regional media people

We foster and expand personal contacts with edia people and

make efforts to keep them informed. We arrange events through

which they can get familiar with nuclear power problems abroad.

4. The emelin Newspaper

The Temelin ewspaper is a monthly through which we inform the

population within 20 km from the power plant about all important

events. Every family within the 20 km zone receives the newspaper

regularly. The newspaper is an important tool for making the

power plant closer to the population, and even stimulates some

events such as the "The Temelin Newspaper Cup' football

competition, competition for children whose winners will spend

a day at the plant with the General Manager, and a competition

for adults whose winners can visit nuclear power plants abroad.

5. Information Center

We have expanded the Information Center which, following the

modelo f the French EdF, employs external female guide

staff. Over 13 thousand people visit the Center every year:

mostly school children but also adults, and several hundred

interested people from Austria as well. In addition to lectures

and discussions and inspection of models, the Center offers

numerous promotion booklets, brochures and other materials.
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years may not understand why we were so glad. Well,, let me only

say that even a decision against Temelin would then have been

better than the absolutely unclear situation in which dEZ

had to operate.

So, this gave the dEZ utility the opportunity to efficiently

communicate with the public about nuclear energy and Temelin in

the way Western European and American utilities do. dEZ became

a recognized partner and was in a position to begin gaining (or

losing) credit.

How to gain public credit 1993-1994)

By always telling the truth, of course. But we also made some

efforts after the Government announced its decision and INEZ

became responsible for the development.

.Z. Discussioas with community epresentatives

We resumed discussions with representatives of towns and villages

around Temelin, who initially were against the completion of the

plant. We began to meet regularly every two months. They asked

questions and we answered them. Their attitude changed: they were

no more resolutely against but demanded supervision of the

construction and securing absolute safety. currently, we are

jointly preparing a civic commission which will have 15 members,

each of whom will have his or her professional partner at the

plant. This will make for a more efficient work. We believe that

in this manner the power plant will be more involved in the life

within the region - because this, too, will be part qf activity

of the ivic commission.

2. Sponsoring and inancial support to the communes

We have adopted rules that prevent appreciable financial help to

be given to the communes before the power plant is put in

operation. This made the relationships between the power plant
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system was to be replaced and fuel of a new design used. Today,

both are supplied by Westinghouse.

There was another aspect that had to be confirmed, namely, that

the zech Republic really needs electricity from Tmelin and that

Temelin is the cheapest option in the new political and economic

environment.

Public opinion as a whole continued to support nuclear power but

the voices of opponents, among whom were important persons such

as the prime minister in the first Czech post-revolution

government Mr Pithart, were gaining in strength. Communities in

the surroundings of Temelin formed an association against

completion of the plant and began to exert pressure on the

government to put a stop to the construction.

The public was kept informed about nuclear power, the Information

center at the plant was active, but it was vital that the

government should support the construction and say its clear and

unambiguous "yes". The utility on its own could not affect the

state of affairs.

nuclear power is the right way for the Czech Republic 1993)

In March 1993, the Czech government discussed the completion of

Temelin and gave its nearly unanimous consent. So, for the first

time since 1989, the dEZ utility got into a position which the

majority of utilities operating nuclear power plants worldwide

enjoys., In fact, discussions on: "Temelin: yes or no", have not

ceased; on the contrary, they rather gained in strength. But

something very important was different. The rules of the game had

been set, an orientation system, a scale of values existed now;

in other words, there existed an environment where the dEZ

utility had its clearly defined place. Somebody from a country

where a stable and defined environment has been existing for many


